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A) Grammar 

Q.(1) Write all of the adjectives in the sentence on the 

line provided.                                                                  

1. The garden has red roses.                             red 

2. The book was long but interesting.                 long -

interesting 

3. Our playful friends play many games.             playful - many    

4. The waves looked dangerous.                        dangerous 

5. Have you seen my little dog?                        little 

6. This dinner smells delicious.                           delicious 

7. The big red truck drove down the busy road.  big red busy 

8. Do not leave the curious baby alone.               curious 

9. We cooked the tasty breakfast.                       tasty 
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Q.(2) Choose an adjective from the box to complete 

each sentence. Write the adjective on the line and 

capitalize proper adjectives.                                                      

 

 

1. The sandy beach was pink and white. 

2. My brother is enjoying his Spanish class. 

3. I am excited to go to the concert with you. 

4. A New England fall attracts many tourists. 

 

Q.(3) Complete each sentence by writing the correct 

form of the present-tense verb in parentheses.                        

1. It (flash) flashes on and off. 

2. They (howl) howl at the moon. 

3. He (have) has received a lot of gifts for his birthday. 

4. She (try) tries hard to get a good grade. 

5. Do you know that we (have) have twenty marbles? 

6. I (know) know where we are going. 

7. They (see) see the sun rise. 

8.  When the rain falls, it (soak) soaks the earth. 

9.  He (arrive) arrives just in time! 

10. I think he (carry) carries too many bags. 

spanish      -    excited        -      new england        -      sandy 
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11. At first, we don’t (remember) remember the story. 

12. I think it (have) has melted in the glass. 

13. We (am) are going to bed now. 

14. The teacher said she (are) is giving a test. 

15. I (have) have more dresses than you. 

Q.(4) Write a contraction for the underlined subject 

pronoun and verb.                                                              

1. You are early for the movie.                         You’re 

2. It is in the box on the floor.                          It’s 

3. They are about to get on the bus.                  They’re 

Q.(5) Circle the correct word in parentheses.                             

1. (their / there) The boys put on their coats and ran outside. 

2. I believe this wallet is (your / yours). 

3. This is (hers / her) and that is (your / yours). 

4. (your / you’re) Did you drop your letter in the mailbox? 

5. I took (theirs / their) blankets back in the morning. 

6. I do not know what I want for (my / mine) birthday. 

7. I think (our / ours) turn is coming up. 

8. Have you seen (her / hers) backpack anywhere? 

9. That orange was (my / mine). 

10. I think that this skateboard is (his / its). 

11. I will watch your dog if you watch (my / mine). 
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12. Are these beautiful paintings (your / yours)? 

13. I wish I had (their / theirs) luck! 

Q.(6)Circle the letter of the possessive pronoun that 

correctly completes the sentence. 

1. I like this town because________ family has lived here for years. 

  a. hers 

  b. theirs 

  c. my 

2. Isn’t this __________report card ? 

  a. its 

  b. our 

  c. yours 

3. People walked to the diner to have _________breakfast and chat. 

  a. their 

  b. your 

  c. mine 
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B) Phonics & Spelling 

Q.(1) Write the spelling word that matches each 

definition below.   

1. part of a group                member        (r-m-b-e-e-m) 

2. a warm or hot season       summer        (m-s-u-e-r-m) 

3. one who sees something   witness        (s-w-s-t-i-n-e ) 

4. to move throat muscles    swallow        (s-w-l-o-l-w-a) 

5. many vehicles in one area traffic        (c-t-a-r-f-i-f) 

6. moved head up and down nodded        (d-d-d-o-n-e) 

7. a suspenseful story           thriller       (h-t-l-i-r-l-e-r)  

Q.(2) Write the spelling word that belongs with the 

other words in the group.                                                    

1. thief, robber, crook 

2. would, could, should 

3. many, together, group 

4. zip, fast, zoom 

5. injured, hurt, bruised 

6. market, groceries, produce 

7. moist, slushy, juicy 

8. he’ll, she’ll, you’ll 

 

 

produce 

zoom 

you’ll 

group 

bruised 

crook 

should 

juicy 
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Q.(3) Write the spelling word that matches each 

definition below.                                                                        

Word Definition 

1. 1. Pouch 4- celebrate 

2. 2. Tower 5- sounds 

3. 3. Flower 6- scowl 

4. 4. Rejoice 3- blossom 

5. 5. Noises 2- tall building 

6. 6. Frown 1-bag 

7. Wound 10- wrangler 

8. Thousand 9- 16 ounces 

9. Pound 8- 1,000 

10. Cowboy 7- turned 

 

Q.(4) An analogy is a statement that compares sets of 

words. Choose the spelling word that best completes 

each analogy below.                                                            

1. Jet is to airplane as trip is to  

(   voyage       -       mound     -        hound     ) 

2. Give is to take as please is to 

(   annoy      -       voices       -        howling    ) 
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3. Shirt is to blouse as dress is to 

(   mound      -       wound       -        gown     ) 

4. Up is to down as goodbye is to  

(   willow        -       rumbles     -        welcome     ) 

5. Builder is to maker as designer is to 

  (    willow       -        planner    -       distant    ) 

6. Curvy is to straight as clear is to 

  (    blanket       -        foggy    -       willow    ) 

7. Remember is to forget as create is to 

  (   destroy       -       mound     -        hound     ) 

8. Empty is to full as near is to 

   (    distant     -          willow       -        planner    ) 

9. Band is to instruments as choir is to 

   (    distant     -           planner   -          voices   ) 

10. Hole is to hollow as hill is to 

   (   destroy       -        hound    -    mound         ) 

11. Giggling is to laughing as barking is to  

   (   annoy      -       voices       -        howling    ) 
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12. Cat is to kitty as dog is to 

  (   destroy       -       mound     -        hound     ) 

13. Jet is to roars as truck is to 

  (    distant     -          willow       -       rumbles    ) 

14. Dog is to poodle as tree is to 

  (    blanket       -        foggy    -       willow    ) 

15. Sea is to ocean as quilt is to 

  (      foggy    -           willow      -       blanket      ) 

Q.(5) Write the spelling word that is the antonym, or 

opposite, of each word below.                                       

1. small      ×   large 

2. caller      ×  receiver 

3. talking    × listening 

4. fought     × agreed 

5. remain    × alter 

6. stillness   × squall 

7. violations ×  laws 

 

 

agreed 

laws 

large  

alter  

receiver        

squall       

listening       
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Q.(6) Write the spelling word that best completes 

each sentence.                                                         

      

              

          

1. The walker does not use a car to get places. 

2. The old plant stalk was brown and dry. 

3. It is chilly outside, and I need a shawl   . 

4. The picture of me was drawn to be funny-looking. 

5. The fishermen caught a lot of fish today. 

6. I am in a great mood today! 

7. I disagree with that false summary of what happened! 

8. A strawberry tastes delicious with whipped cream. 

9. I am an English tutor for kids after school. 

10. The teacher used chalk to write on the board. 

11. The cars must halt at red stoplights. 

12. Use your ruler to measure how tall the plant is. 

13. We put a welcome mat on our front stoop  . 

14. I always tell the truth . 

15. The crew of workers got the job done early. 

 

 

 

truth   ,      shawl   ,    walker  , tutor  ,    strawberry   ,  drawn  ,    

halt     ,  ruler,    caught ,  crew  , chalk, false  ,   mood  ,  stoop  ,     

stalk 
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C) Reading 

“Freedom at Fort Mose” 

Q.(1)Read the passage then answer the following 

questions. 

      By September of 1754, twelve-year-old Lucius Jackson and his 

family had been living at Fort Mose in St. Augustine, Florida, for a year. 

They were part of a group who had escaped from a plantation in South 

Carolina. They had heard that Fort Mose was a place of refuge for 

runaways. Over the years many people were willing to endure the 

treacherous journey there in return for the promise of freedom.  

1. Where does Lucius live?  

Lucius lives at Fort Mose, in Florida. 

2. Why did he escape?                                                                                                     

He escaped for freedom. 

Q.(2) Write (True) or (False). 

1. There are three types of people who might come to the fort.        (  F ) 

2. Lucius’s duty was to take care of the babies.                               ( F  ) 

3. Miss Celia was the eldest person in the cabin.                             ( T   ) 

4. Will feels scared and tentative.                                                  (  T  ) 
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Q.(3) Match each word with its meaning. 

                             Meanings                          Words  

 -3-thrown away 1.depicts 

 -4-the one who was born first, or the 

oldest 

2.detested 

 -5-not paid attention to someone or 

something. 

3.discarded 

 -1-to show in pictures or words 4.eldest 

 -2-disliked or hated very much 5.ignored 

 

Q.(4) Fill in the blank. 

 

 

1. Lucius kept a diary to record what happened. 

2. When the rains came we couldn’t work in the field. 

3. Lucius’s duty was to look and listen for anything unusual.  

4. Miss Celia took a risk of writing letters and words on the dirt floor for 

children to learn. 

5. Lucius lays the palm fronds in the sun to dry. 

 

rains,          risk,         fronds,          diary,       duty 
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Q.(5) Answer the following questions. 

1. Where did Lucius escape from? 

 He escaped from a farm in Charleston, South Carolina. 

2. How does Will feel after arriving at Fort Mose? 

Will feels scared and tentative. 

3. Define freedom?  What does freedom mean to Lucius? 

Freedom is being able to do what you want. For Lucius, 

freedom is being able to write in his diary and being able to 

learn and teach. 

4. Who was the eldest person in the cabin? 

Miss Celia was the eldest person in the cabin. 
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“The Great Energy Debate” 

Q.(6)Read the passage then answer the following 

questions. 

      We may be asked to debate the future of gasoline as an energy 

source. If so, I would say that gasoline is made from oil, a fossil fuel. 

According to geologists, fossil fuels formed over hundreds of millions 

of years from ancient plant and animal remains. But here’s the 

problem: we use these fuels far faster than it takes them to form. 

Because fossil fuels are nonrenewable resources, if we keep using 

them eventually there will be none left.               

 

1.  What will happen to fossil fuels in the future?                                                               

Fossil fuels are nonrenewable. They can run out, so 

eventually there may be none left. 

2.  What is the genre of the story? 

It’s a narrative nonfiction. 

Q. (7)Write (True) or (False). 

1. Fossil fuels are renewable.                                              ( F   )  

2. In the future, we will run out of fossil fuels .                     ( T  )  

3. Solar energy comes from the sun.                                   (  T  ) 

4. We will not have to find other sources of energy.             (  F  ) 

  5. It’s a folk tale story.                                                                      (  F  )  
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Q.(8) Fill in the blanks. 

 

1. We turn coal into electrical energy by  burning it. 

2. This section is mostly about fossil fuel as a source of  energy 

3. Fossil fuels formed from old  plant and  animal remains. 

4. Soon there will be no fossil fuels left. 

 

Q.(9) Choose the correct answer. 

1.The debate is happening in the future      

(future     -    sun     -      plants) 

2. The teacher will not tell the students what side of the debate they 

will be on. 

                      (  problems   -    side     -       before ) 

3. The prefix pre- in “preplan” means before. 

                      ( soon          -     energy     -   before ) 

4. “problems” has almost the same meaning as drawbacks. 

                      (  problems  -      sun    -        before ) 

5. Solar energy is energy from the sun. 

                      (  sun          -      side     -      plants ) 

plant – energy – burning - animal -  soon 
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Q. (10) Match the words with their suitable meanings. 

Meanings Words 

 -3-put in place for use or service  1.converted 

 -4- hard or impossible to believe 2.consume 

 -5- results of an action 3.installed 

 -1-changed in its character, 

condition, or use 

4.incredible 

 -2-use something up or destroy it 5.consequences 

Q. (11) Answer the following questions. 

1. How fast do we use fossil fuels? 

We use fossil fuels far faster than it takes them to form. 

2. What do you think “far faster” means, a little bit faster or a lot 

faster? 

“Far faster” means a lot faster.  

3. Define “fossil fuels”. 

A fossil fuel is a fuel made from very old plant and animal 

remains. 

4. What does preplan mean?  

“Preplan” means plan ahead of time.  
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D) Vocabulary 

Q.(1) Circle the letter next to the word or expression that 

best completes the sentence or answers the question. Pay 

special attention to the word in boldface.                                                                                     

1. To reserve a library book, you  

a. borrow a friend’s copy 

b. put your name on a list 

c. make a photocopy of it 

 

2. You would measure a trudge 

a. by the cup 

b. by the gallon   

c. by the mile 

3. A scholar probably spent years 

a. sewing 

b. studying 

c. eating 

4. The smoldering home was recently 

a. on fire  
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b. painted 

b. sold 

5. Books are usually plentiful  

a. in a zoo. 

b. in a library. 

c. in a hospital. 

6. Weary tourists might  

a. sit down and rest. 

b. stay out all night.                                   c. work out at gym. 

Q.(2) Choose the word that is most nearly opposite in 

meaning as the word or phrase in boldface.                                                               

1. scarce resources 

     a. plentiful                         b. awkward                  c. lukewarm                  

2. graceful gestures                                                         

     a. awkward                        b. weary                      c. gallant 

3. wasted our energy 

     a. earnest                          b. reserved                   c. jagged 

4. the even peaks of the mountain range    

     a. gradual                          b. jagged                     c. uneasy 

5. cowardly behavior 

a. awkward                         b. weary                      c. gallant 
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6. came to a sudden stop  

     a. earnest                          b. gradual                    c. jagged 

7. neglected the growing plants 

     a. gradual                          b. nourished                 c. uneasy 

8. gave us a relaxed smile  

 a. uneasy                          b. gradual                     c. jagged 

 

Q.(3) Choose the word whose meaning is suggested by 

the clue given.                                                                

1. A measured portion of food is called a ……………………… . 

    a. gallant                 b. trudge                   c. ration 

2. If you have to ………………….. through deep snow, your journey  will   

be difficult. 

    a. gallant                 b. trudge                  c. ration 

3. A fire that burns without flame but with smoke …………………  

    a. reserves              b. clatters                   c. smolders 

4. A(n) ………………. action is one that is courteous and brave. 

   a. gallant                 b. trudge                   c. ration 

5. If you ………………… your services, you will not be paid. 

   a. volunteer             b. ration                    c. clatter 

6. A long period of hard work is likely to leave a person feeling …………… 

   a. weary                   b. plentiful                 c. lukewarm 

7. A ………………… shower is neither hot nor cold. 

   a. lukewarm             b. gallant                   c. weary 
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8.  Good ………………… teaches a person self-control. 

   a. dungeon                b. treaty                   c. discipline  

9. Human hair and fingernails grow at a (n) ………………… rate. 

   a. gradual                  b. uneasy                 c. jagged 

10. A cook may ………………… leftover food to be eaten at a later date. 

    a. reserves                 b. clatters                c. smolders 

 

11.  The cage that ……………… my parakeet is filled with toys. 

    a. nourishes                b. convicts               c. encloses   

12. To complain in a low but angry voice is to ………………… . 

    a. gradual                    b. uneasy               c. grumble 

13.  A written agreement between countries is called a ……… . 

    a. discipline                 b. treaty                 c.  dungeon 

14. Someone serious in manner might be described as …………  

    a. gradual                    b. uneasy               c. earnest 

15. People who feel awkward or nervous may say they are …… 

    a. gradual                    b. uneasy               c. jagged 

16. The castle had a dark ………………… for captives. 

a. discipline                 b. treaty                 c.  dungeon 

17. Adults help babies to grow and develop by ………………… them. 

a. enclosing                 b. nourishing           c. grumbling 
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Q.(4)Choose the word that is most nearly the same in 

meaning as the word or phrase in boldface.               

1. a solemn apology  

     a. jagged                     b. uneasy               c. earnest               

2. alone in the damp keep 

     a. provision                  b. treaty                 c. dungeon 

3. a well-known literary authority 

      a. reserve                   b.  scholar              c.  volunteer  

4. a condition of the contract 

      a. provision                 b. treaty                c. dungeon 

5. heard the racket of the tire chains   

      a. scholar                    b. clatter                c.  ration 

6. complain about the weather 

       a. jagged                    b. grumble             c. earnest  

7. gave out the treats 

       a. smoldered               b. clattered            c.  rationed 

8. plodded through the mud 

      a. smoldered               b.  rationed            c. trudged 

  

 

 

 

 


